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PICTA is Wits Collection of wall-mounted wine racks, which are
ideal for those who have a passion for wine in their hearts.

PICTA allows you to combine passion, aesthetics and design,
making your creativity free and giving space and visibility to your
most affectionate bottles.

A wall-mounted wine rack that you can use like an art work,
through three PICTA of different colors and materials, placed side
by side and spaced apart by a few centimeters. So, you get a
fascinating triptych that you can contemplate.

Wall wine rack PICTA
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VIC&VERSA is a modern design wine rack, a wood or metal tabletop wine bottles holder,
which is an elegant fretted unit to display four bottles through the unique sophistication that
distinguishes the Made in Italy Design. Essential and linear, the fretted shaped unit
becomes a wine bottle rack with a contemporary design.

Wine bottles holder VIC&VERSA
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When you see PETAL wall-mounted wine racks collection, you are immediately amazed,
because you can’t understand if PETAL is a design wine rack or a modern and refined piece of
furniture, that gives a touch of Made in Italy style to your home.

This elegant exhibitor introduces bottles as real objects of art. In addition to being an original
wine bottle holder, PETAL is also a modular system that allows you to set up your wall in style.

Wall mount wine rack PETAL
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WITS was inspired by a bunch of grapes to create GRAPES collection, a cardboard wine rack, which
is made of pressed cardboard tubes.
Arranged among themselves, they take a bunch of grapes shape or they give life to an original
tabletop composition. Elegant and light, they can be an informal eco-friendly cardboard wine-rack.

Eco-friendly wine rack GRAPES
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TAILOR is an elegant wine rack shelf, a wall
mounted wine rack, a wine display made of
fine wood with a surface effect that reminds
Jeans in 3 shades: blue, red, black or Oak
antique version.

In particular, Jeans effect is obtained thanks to
the experience of our expert master craftsmen.

Irregular, hand-worked edge gives added
value to the wine shelf, making it an original
wine display with the maximum of label
visibility.

Wall mounted wine racks TAILOR
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ESAGO the modular and versatile hexagonal wall-mounted bottle rack, ideal for storing
your best bottles, is also an original solution to decorate a wall and make your room
modern and stylish. Not only a bottle holder but also a bookcase or object holder.
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Wall wine racks ESAGO
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The NIDO wall-mounted bottle rack collection consists of two types of containers
for 2 or 4 bottles. The system allows you to fix the boxes horizontally or vertically
to obtain the composition you like best. An original way to highlight your most
cherished bottles.

26Wall mounted wine racks NIDO
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Have you ever thought that a wine display could
take the shape of a fruit? WITS has thought about
it playing with colors, shapes and materials,
making an alternative design object, with bright
colors and soft curves. The whole FRUITS
collection consists of metal bottle holders,
painted with epoxy powders in various colours.

Countertop wine rack FRUITS
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The choise of an item which will come into your home is never easy; PETS tabletop wine racks
collection helps you, it's a new idea of   wine display, which is unique in design and thought to
share your best bottles with your family or friends.
Made in Italy design wine bottles racks, ready to value your kitchen and your living room! These
wine exhibitors give your environment a touch of personality.
PETS collection is completely made of plexiglass with a back-lacquered side that enhances the
reflections of light giving reflection to the tabletop wine racks! The soft curves, the precision of the
carvings and the transparent tray are all details that value PETS wine bottles holders making them
extraordinary design objects.

Wine bottles holder PETS
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